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US election: waiting game  

So far, Joe Biden is ahead in 

electoral college votes; however, 

we await final results from key 

battleground states  

The scenario of a Democrat “blue 

wave” and larger fiscal stimulus 

measures has become less likely 

A contested outcome could delay 

the final election result and 

implementation of stimulus 

Our views 

For now, we remain 

constructive on the US 

economic outlook, on further 

fiscal support and loose 

monetary conditions  

Electoral uncertainty may 

cause some near-term 

market volatility 

But we remain overweight  

on US equities, and stay 

strategically underweight  

Government bonds

Biden leads in early results; final outcome still uncertain 

At the time of writing, results of the 2020 US presidential election show Democratic 

candidate Joe Biden leading in electoral college votes, although still shy of the 270  

needed to win.  

Donald Trump’s strong showing in key battleground states such as Florida, Ohio, Iowa, 

and Texas suggests that the final outcome will hinge on other swing states, such as the 

Midwestern states of Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Michigan. Results in some of these 

states are not expected until later this week.  

Meanwhile, the Senate race remains uncertain, with the Democrats not yet gaining the 

three additional seats required to win control (assuming Biden wins). The contest may 

come down to a single race in Georgia — which might not be decided until January. 

The market reaction to the results so far has been most evident in a rally in US Treasuries 

implying a pricing out of a “blue wave” scenario where Democrats win the Presidency and 

Senate. This scenario which could have seen a very significant injection of fiscal stimulus 

is now less likely.  

What does this mean for the US economy? 

Assuming Biden is eventually declared winner, a Democratic-led administration is likely 

to push for a significant pandemic-related fiscal stimulus package. Although this may get 

watered down by a Republican controlled Senate (which is also likely to hinder the 

Democrats’ plans for infrastructure and green energy stimulus). In our view, ongoing fiscal 

support remains important to a US economy that is still in the midst of the pandemic.    

A “status quo” outcome of a Donald Trump victory with the Republicans also retaining 

control of the Senate, implies a split Congress that could see further tortuous negotiations 

over the magnitude and composition of fiscal support to the economy. This may ultimately 

result in a stimulus package that is still substantial (Trump is likely to push for support to 

the economy) but somewhat smaller than Democrat proposals. 

A contested outcome could be triggered by Donald Trump’s concerns over electoral 

fraud, and may result in an extended period of legal wrangling between the parties. This 

could delay a deal in Congress over a new fiscal package, weighing on the outlook.  

Investment implications  

In most scenarios, further pandemic-related fiscal support remains likely. This provides a 

constructive backdrop for US risk assets amid the ongoing economic recovery and loose 

financial conditions, supported by the US Federal Reserve’s “lower-for-even-longer” 

monetary policy.   

Overall, we remain overweight on US equities with quality names remaining beneficial in 

our view. Additionally, we believe fresh government stimulus measures could benefit 

cyclical parts of the market which have lagged in their performance this year and look 

relatively attractively valued. Strong US consumer demand may also support other global 

equity markets, particularly those geared to exports.  

Meanwhile, we stay strategically underweight Government bonds given low prospective 

returns and bond yields. Although a “blue wave” scenario is now less likely, fiscal stimulus 

measures are still expected in 2021 which can still push yields higher (prices lower), even 

if Fed policy action reduces this risk. Recent market performance also challenges the 

assumption that government bonds can act as a reliable portfolio diversifier.  

Nevertheless, in the event of a delayed or contested election outcome, risks assets could 

experience some volatility in the near term. Other key near-term risks to the economic and 

market outlook also require monitoring, particularly virus-related developments.  
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